Sky Lift foot Pedal Instructions

Step: 1
The pump is supplied from the manufacturer with a retaining pin and retaining
clip. Changing this pin to a “nut & bolt” setup will eliminate much of the free play
in the pedal socket. Simply remove the retaining pin and replace with the
supplied nut & bolt, ensure a washer is fitted to either side. As per picture.
Important! Do not fully tighten this bolt, it needs to be fully tightened and then
loosend slightly to allow adequate free play so the assembly can still freely pivot
when in use.

Step: 2
Unscrew all parts of the foot pedal and slide through the socket on the
pump. Then slide over the washer and tighten down the large nut. (Note: It
is common for the washer to bend slightly, this helps the pedal stay in
position). Screw the hook part into the end of the pedal until it comes to a
stop, tighten the lock nut to keep the hook in position.

Step:3
Push the small “S” hook over the base of the main
Sky lift upright. (Note: Use the larger open end of
the “S” hook. These can be a snug fit). Hook one
end of the spring over the “S” hook on the base of
the lift, then pull the spring upwards to attach the
other end over the pedal hook.

Step: 4
Fit the pump release hand wheel over the dowel on the base of the hydraulic
pump and tighten the grub screw tightly with the hex key supplied. As per
picture on the right.

Your foot pedal assembly is now complete. Please follow other instructions on how to
fully operate the abba Sky Lift.
Note: If the hydraulic pump was supplied with a handle, this is now not required.

If in doubt, Call: 01245 322331 or Email: info@abbastands.co.uk.

